
Name BU Candidate Statement

Adewole Adegoke 342
I work for HFID and I have been supervising for about 15 years. I am the only remaining non-nurse supervisor at HFID and I believe I am the best 

candidate to represent myself in 721 bargaining committee negotiations.

Fabiola  Chavez 342
I would like to be a part of the local 721 to represent my colleagues. I want to be the voice that represents them on issues that may be affecting 

them. I also want to be the liaison between my colleagues and the union so they can be informed.

Patrick Del Conte 342

Hello my name is Patrick Del Conte and it is my honor to represent SEIU Local 721 members. I have been on several bargaining teams representing 

BU 342. I currently represent BU 342 as the chair of the health care reform and integration committee. I am a board member of the SEIU Local 721 

executive board. I have the drive and commitment to represent BU 342 members. Thank you for your vote.

Fariba Hashemi 342

I have been part of the bargaining team for 341/342 for the last two years, and have made significant contribution by negotiating our 

benefits/salaries. In the last bargaining negotiations we were able to get a 10% increase salary for our members in 341/342 and increase in salaries 

and other benefits for all 721 SEIU Members. I am determined to ensure our members’ salaries and benefits and improve our work conditions in 

this bargaining negotiations. 

Agnes Hirai 342
I served on the bargaining table and we were able to secure an additional 5% inequity raise for OT's in LA County. I hope to continue the work to 

improve serious for our patients and workplace for our members.



Name BU Candidate Statement

Kelley Kubota 342

Participating in the last two bargaining campaigns for SEIU 721 provided valuable experience, we were successful in obtaining general movement 

raises for the whole local and for some classifications within our BU. I am committed to improving working conditions for all our SEIU 721 sisters 

and brothers. Together we can obtain the raises we all deserve and retain our benefits. I would be honored to represent you.

Ralph Lingad 342

Hello fellow 342 members. You have introduced me to represent you at the bargaining committee table since 2007. In the last contract 

negotiations, we were more successful with organizing better salary and competitive benefits for us and our family. But we still have issues at our 

workplace that need to be addressed, working poor, work safety conditions, staffing, career ladders opportunities and so on. I’m asking you to get 

me back on the table and be part of a stronger 2018 contract campaign. To work with management and voice our concerns and ideas on how to 

make LA County a better place to work and live in.

Julio Ramirez 342

Having an understanding of the importance to the workforce that we continue to have a voice that speaks for the masses so that we maintain a 

vision of hope and well-being for all the employees of LA County, I want to give back in hopes of that my contributions and passion can be that 

voice as a representative of the people that make this county environment great.

Saundra Wooten 342
Having served on the bargaining committee previously, I would like to continue to achieve the best working conditions possible for my counter 

parts, so that we can continue to provide quality results for our patients.

Kyle Yetter 342

Over the past seven years, I have had the honor of representing Bargain Unit 342 the past three contract negotiations. In the process, I have helped 

to secure raises and maintain our benefits. I feel we can continue to build on this progress, ensuring better compensation and services for our 

members and community. 


